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Bangkok the capital city of Thailand is one of the most visited tourist destinations of south-east Asia.
Bangkok is also called "Venice of the East" as it was crisscrossed by many canals during the mid
nineteenth century. The city also boasts of rich historical heritage, the most popular being The
Grand Palace. It is Thailand governmentâ€™s official building and is used for organizing official events
such as royal ceremonies and state functions. Tourists use flights to Bangkok services to visit this
palace which was earlier used by the Kings of Siam as their official residence.

The Temple of the Emerald Buddha is an important part of the Grand Palace. The Temple which is
basically a chapel was built in 1782 and named after the famous statue of Emerald Buddha
established here. The temple depicts Thai architecture with Walled cloisters surrounding the temple
on four sides with the statue kept within the grounds of the Temple. The temple portrays the
influence of various kings that ruled Bangkok. The Temple of the Emerald Buddha is as old as the
Grand Palace and attracts many religious along with other tourists using cheap flights to Bangkok
services.

The Outer Court is another significant section of the Grand Palace worth visiting. Situated in the
northwest area of the site this court area consists of many buildings, the most significant being the
headquarters and information center of the Grand Palace, the Bureau of the Royal Household and
the Office of His Majesty's Principal Private Secretary. Other buildings situated here include the
Sala Sahathai Samakhom, used for important receptions and meetings, The Pavilion of Regalia and
the Sala Luk Khun Nai which is home to various departments of the Royal Household. The public
using Bangkok flights can visit the Royal Decorations and Coins building which is a museum.

The Middle Court as the name signifies is centrally located and the largest and most important court
of The Grand Palace. It consists of many important residential and state buildings and is divided into
three groups namely the throne halls and one part called the Siwalai Garden quarter. The Bangkok
flights tickets can be availed at reasonable rates to visit this destination.

The Siwalai Garden was also called the 'Crystal Garden' 'Right Garden' and 'Turtle Garden' in
ancient times. It is situated to the easternmost side of the Middle court and throughout its existence
was build and demolished by many kings. Its present form was built during the rein of King Rama V
and contains both royal residences and religious buildings. The buildings situated here were built
combining Thai and Western architecture. The flight to Bangkok carries many tourists who visit the
above mentioned buildings and structures of the Grand Palace.
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